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Since nonsense is serious business,
Everything ever is so awesome always.
But yeah, it’s like those people who listen to epic movie
soundtracks before bed, or when I say, “you see what I did
there?” in hopes the other person feigns ‘yes’ and we can
get on with the charade. But no, every generation thinks it’s
the end of the world, even though most conspiracies are
true, doesn’t mean the socks are done drying after one
cycle. Those are thick socks. I talked to the one they call
Walter, or to those who know him personally, ‘Dump’. He
said, “Patch.” I said, “What Dump?” He goes, “Suppose life’s
not a game but a sport.” I said, “uh huh”. He’s like, “I’d say
we’re kinda athletic.” And rambles on in his dumb Huck
Finn Californian accent that I both mock and revere. See,
I’m in this era of my life where all my friends are at the
dawn of their weird twenties, becoming completely manic,
‘mad to live’ as a mentor once called it. I still can’t tell if its
heroic or unhealthy, but its fun. Anyways, (carrot cupcakes)
I’m telling you this to say that all my chums are my favorite
writers and I think you’d dig some of this. No white lies.
And they are my favorite writers precisely because they are
nothing special, if not goofy saints who are divinely
incapable of writing anything except the scriptures of their
subconscious. Does that make sense? Its like when you hear
your voicemail played back to you and you are instantly
flooded with shame, or that time in your community college
parking lot where you wrote down in your statistics
notebook that you’d dedicate your life to the mantra of:
Explore, Learn, Create. If your still not following, picture me
as the curator of a dustbin, breaking Murphy’s Law and
dabbling in lunacy. Yet, lowly beheld, there may actually be
a trick up our sleeve to date the rock in our shoe. Wouldn’t
you?

Diego

Jerk Season

“Brave men do not strive to be remembered. They do not
strive for fame or fortune, and they understand that sometimes
their bravery might cost them – it might cost them everything. It
most certainly will cost them something. My name is Diego and I
am not a brave man,” Diego said to a room filled with wide-eyed,
pig fed, young professionals expecting, waiting for a punch line.
Diego had greasy hair that he split down the middle and
slicked back, all the way back, and a pencil thin mustache that
hugged his top lip. His ears were flat against the sides of his head
and his nose was sharp and pointed downward – it didn’t hook,
but it did point down. His forearms were thick and smooth like
the calves of a strong woman; and his fingers were slender,
gentle creations. He held the microphone gingerly but with
strength, adjusting it perfectly as he swung his attention from
side to side. It felt at any moment he could have dropped to his
knees – it was the way he moved, carelessly. His cheeks were
with dimpled with scars from his pubescent wanderings through
time. It was probably his diet that did it. Waddling around stage,
bow-legged and proud he spoke at no one in particular.
“Horrible, cruel, evil thoughts. Corrupt, indecent
thoughts. Sometimes I wish them on strangers. A man on the bus.
Or a woman in the crosswalk. Or a kid with a balloon. I don’t
know why I do this but I do, and that’s how I know I’m not
brave.” One person in the back of the crowd coughed, but it
could have been confused for a laugh. The only laugh. Diego’s
act was a strange routine for a comedian; for a travelling
comedian playing a convention at the Marriot. “Oh, the laughs.
You want jokes. You sell cars and now they reward you with a
buffet and me. I have a joke.” One woman in the front row
twisted in her seat, the sadness seeping from Diego had turned
her on to a fiery level. She would one day be his wife – the truth.
And she knew it after he told this next joke. “I was at a bar the
other night, and I decided to whisper into this man’s ear, ‘I bet
you won’t’. This man was very big, very strong. I did not like this
man and I wanted to do something that upset this man. So I
whispered into his ear, ‘I bet you won’t’. The man, who was
surrounded by two other men and two women turned excitedly
to me and pushed me hard in the chest.” Diego’s voice was

monotonous, steady. “He yelled at me, ‘What did you just say?’
To which I replied, ‘I bet you won’t.’ He pushed me again, this
time with even greater fervor and yelled, ‘I bet you I will.’ I
remained calm, far too calm, probably – just as calm as I am here
and now. I said to him, ‘I bet you won’t cross this line.’ And I
drew a line on the floor with the toe of my shoe just like this and
took a step back.” Diego demonstrated. “He crossed the line –
mad as hell. I said again, ‘I bet you won’t cross this line.’ And I
drew another line and took a step back. He crossed the line again,
ready to burst. I drew another line, took another step back, and
said, ‘I bet you won’t cross this line, Doc.’ He crossed the line and
stepped solidly forward with his fist held out like this.” Diego
held a clenched fist and demonstrated. “The fist connected
beautifully with my face. I blacked out, hit my head a bar stool
on the way to the floor and passed out cold for several minutes.
When I came to, the man had left but the bartender knew who he
was and his name. The next day I quit my job and immediately
signed up for therapy. Two weeks later I sued the man for ten
million dollars. I was awarded five.”
He dropped his thick arms and slender fingers to his
sides and stood coldly, watching the crowd. Silence. He dropped
the microphone causing a scream of feedback and an unpleasant
reaction from the audience. He paced slowly off the stage. There
was no applause.
C.M. Stassel

Road
You have to love the road you choose,
Regardless of other’s thoughts or views.
For on this road, you’ll surely find,
Tranquility and peace of mind.
The road is long and filled with challenge,
Trust me, friend, you’ll surely manage.
For at this road’s victorious end,
Are the joys you proudly defend.
Love each step and examine the dirt,
Love those large sweat stains on your shirt.
Those bouts of pain? They’re momentary,
And highly preferred to societal contraries.
Stare down the walls impeding your path,
And smash them down with passionate wrath.
The only thing that these large walls signify,
Is how bad you want it, and how much you’ll try.
Refuse to be phased by other’s cruel voices,
Remember it’s your life, and you made these choices.
Don’t be afraid to walk this road alone,
Remind yourself that you’re not a clone.
Don’t set your dreams atop the shelf,
And always stay tried and true to thyself.
Sampson Tinsberry

Cliché Dinner Date: Animal Style [part one]
I'm a sitting duck.
Quacked out and fucked up enough to
show up a quarter early for a change.
She's a dime a dozen
but that's how chicks get cheaper.
I should leave her.
I can't afford to be here.
There's a hole in my autumn pocket
burned by my copper curiosity;
these pennies are so heavy.
One for my thoughts, none for my actionstwo cents short of common sense and
three sheets to the wind of whispers;
fornication tucked up in covers of
punctured lust and stained egos.
"Where did we go for so long?"
Your cat had my tongue so I didn't respond.
Now it's out of the bag like not using a condom.
I'm eating out alone, combing my whiskers
trying to divide the devil's distractions
into delightful fractions of angelic apparitions.
These benevolent ambitions are just superstition.

Frank Lehrer

Time is a trespasser.
It flies when you're having fundamental breakthroughs.
You've constricted my wings.
I'm trying to break loose.
But within my stomach these cocoons are sedated.
So I waited.
JW Prichard

Comfortable Confusion

You’ll always be there
Glimmer of hope
Wedged between memories and reality
Diving deeper with distance
But now I can laugh
Laughing at the intensity that you once brought me
Indulging in me and not you
Nothing’s random
but then
again
everything is.
There’s logic in imagination
comfort in confusion
and
never ending curiosity.
Intern Kate

Fig Pizza

I slept in.
I look at the time, 7:01 am. I should have been up three
hours ago. No missed calls, no recollections of an alarm, just
a three hour period that has escaped me.
I begin to panic. Rushing to find clothes, tripping over
myself, but eventually slowing down and realizing that the
damage is already done. I’m three hours late. A few minutes
won’t make a difference now. I brush, put on my socks,
choose not to shave. I’m ready enough.
As I leave the house I see that it’s been snowing during
those three hours. It feels almost like I became nonexistent
in that short amount of time. I keep checking my watch to
make sure I’m not mistaken.
7:15 am.
I’m sure I really would have enjoyed waking up to the
snow, but given my situation I’m forced to ignore it. I don’t
let my car warm up as I skid out around the block to work.
I’m irritated, but I see no point in showing it. When I arrive
I hope that for some reason my absence will have been
overlooked and that no one will have even noticed that I
wasn’t there. I enter and immediately apologize. And just as
quickly I am dismissed. I leave without a word.
I return to my car. Drive home as the snow flakes blow as
if not from the sky, but from the trees.
It was Friday and I was out of a job.
Benjamin Ward

Some words on his song ‘Chicory’, and life at large.

This Christmas should prove to be an interesting one, as we
grow older and begin to see traces of how strange it all
really is. We watch highlights of people stampeding
through gates to snatch that last television for the children,
grown-ups ripping at each other’s flesh for it as if it were a
fire truck in a sandbox. We no longer celebrate the one who
died for our sins, but the old man who descends down our
chimneys with promises of sweets and spoils, like the
rhetoric of a pedophile.
I don’t consider myself very opinionated nor am I an
atheist. I don’t live a simple subsistent life consisting of an
organic homegrown diet, purchasing only products made of
post-consumer recycled material. But sometimes it proves
beneficial to stop and take a look in the mirror with the
world in the background.
Weston Bookhouse consists of myself on strings and
folkals, and a damn good friend Naka G on percussives (yes,
percussives). Chicory was written with the sentiment that
the individual is the root of all. For every problem in the
universe there is one within one’s self, and change begins
with the latter.
This year and forever after, give the ones you hate to love
something of sentiment. Merry fucking Christmas, my new
enemies.
Weston Bookhouse

The Gamesmen

Nakka G and Weston Bookhouse

I sat there waiting for the signal, the three pealing
hawk cries that would cut through the air. Unless you knew
what you were listening for, it would just sound like the call
of another bird of prey nestled above you in the tree tops,
claiming his domain to anyone who would listen. Unless
you knew what you were listening to, you would be more
right than you care to admit. I sat there, prone, with the
butt of my rifle resting against my shoulder, far enough
behind the window formed in the rock to hide the muzzle
flash, waiting for the hawk to set me into motion. After two
days of sitting in the same spot, eating cold cans, a man can
only take so much. I couldn't even light a fire to keep me
warm, the brothers taught me not to give away my position
after all, and now was no time to let them down.
Like a bell, through the crisp fall air the call finally came,
and I braced myself. I set my sights down my scope,
checked my wind and distance for the upteenth time today,
and then I waited. It was a full minute before I saw my prey,
two backpackers, one right behind the other, the way you
get after trudging eleven or twelve miles in a single day. In
that one second I squeezed, and I became death, destroyer
of worlds.
The shock wave shook my body like a paddle shakes the
ass of a fat whore, and in my sights those two lifeless bags
of feed hit the ground with an inaudible thud. I
disassembled my gun, wiped it down, shouldered my
weight, and, leaving no trace, set out south, towards the
pickup point on the road, 21.24 miles away. At my pace I
would be there in two hours and thirty four minutes. Hell,
thanks to my choice of location, I could run as fast as I
could, looking as inconspicuous as I wanted, there was
nothing until the road, no trails, no lakes, just dense, green
forest unbroken except for the occasional trickle of water. I

didn’t even worry about the bodies, their brothers were on
cleanup crew.
I made it to the road thirty seconds early, because I am
just that good. I sat in cover until the car pulled up, the
driver slowing down, and calling out to the darkness, "Good
hunting, brother." "Sheer Cunning, brother," I respond in
kind, melting out of the shadows. I enter the car, and we
head home, my first round, a success.
That night, in some dank cellar in the middle of
some misty mountain range, we celebrated my first day, my
initiation into the silent brotherhood. We were from all
walks of life, military operatives, private contractors,
prisoners, hunters, laborers, hell, even office clerks and
book worms. We all shared only one thing, the silence
about the games that we play, our little hunting excursions
in the wilderness, our sick, twisted sport that would
continue until one of us got cold feet, or just decided he
wanted to up the game.
Frank Lehrer

From the moment I,
soaked up the sounds of your vibrations,
the refreshing taste of negative sunshine,
has danced upon my dreams.
Arcata Al
Francis Mayflower

Touchdown Edgar Allen Poe
Why are sports so popular? Why do hundreds of thousands
fill concrete cathedrals weekly to pay tribute to their team
of choice? Why do we gather communally around the
television for Super Bowl Sunday, get to the game three
hours early to tailgate, and get chills when we watch the
USA hockey team upset the Soviet Union in 1980?
Because sports are art- art that has been tarnished by
capitalism, but still art in its purest form.
If businessmen had found a way to make big bucks off of
poetry, young intellectuals wouldn’t be sitting around in
coffee shops and on the campuses of liberal arts
universities asking ‘why do sports dominate the lifeblood of
this country?’ Instead they’d be asking, ‘Why is poetry so
popular? Why aren’t organized sports more popular? The
benefits that sports could bring to society are diverse, there
should be greater effort put into sports.’
Obviously, sports were commodified in a way that art never
was and the rest is history that you can view on the Red
Zone Channel nonstop for seven hours every Sunday.
Poetry, photography, and soccer all serve the same purpose
and that purpose is to contribute a lyric in the beautiful
song of life.
In Dead Poets Society, Mr. Keating tells his class that in the
end we are all just food for worms. We are all going to die

someday so we better get the most out of life while we’re
living and the way to do that is through art. He is referring
to poetry specifically but might as well have been referring
to a Warhol print, a Hemingway story, or a Michael Jordan
game-winner. The sports world has become hypercommercialized but, stripped down to its core, it is art in its
purest form. When Calvin Johnson goes out and makes the
most improbable catches on Sunday afternoons, moving his
body in ways and at speeds that don’t seem possible for the
rest of us- that is art. The pick and roll ran to perfection is
ballet choreography for the common man.
Under the current social and economic structure,
professional and so-called amateur sports have flourished
as huge profitable enterprises. In 300 years, when this
society has collapsed and we are replaced by something
else that seems inherently better but contains all the same
flaws, poetry may very well be the new NFL.
I don’t know what the future will look like but I do know
that Dock Ellis throwing a no-hitter on acid is as beautiful
as anything Van Gogh ever did.
Nelson Mandela, one of the greatest men to live during our
lifetime, summed up the beauty of sport better than I ever
could. “Sport has the power to change the world…it has the
power to inspire. It has the power to unite people in a way that
little else does. It speaks to youth in a language they understand.
Sport can create hope where once there was only despair. It is
more powerful than government in breaking down racial
barriers.”-Nelson Mandela

Sarconi

The Biggest Game of All
Games.
What is a game?
I’ll just tell you: anything with any sense of rules can be a
game.
Just look in the dictionary, the definition couldn’t be more
vague.
Sometimes there are winners, and losers, but sometimes
games just have players that seek to adhere to the rules.
So what is the goal of a game? Entertainment? Sure.
I’d say it’s fun.
Remember the old adage ‘whoever is having the most fun
wins’, and how can we argue with this?
Everyone enjoys having fun.
Duh.
So a game can really be any activity with rules and that
provides entertainment (I like saying fun though).
Kicking a can along the street can be a game.
Keep the balloon from hitting the ground, one of the better
games.
Card games, ball games, etc.
So what’s the biggest game of all?
Clearly it’s society.
It’s the game we play for our whole lives.
It has rules, tons of them.
You can pick and choose how many rules you want to
follow, but there’s all types of sanctions in return for not
playing by the rules: jail, fines, and most importantly, the
subtle and non-subtle ways one is treated by others.
And cheating is hard, you know why?
Because everybody is a referee, with their own sanctions
and powers that society grants them.
But the craziest thing about this game is that it is the most
important game of all, yet so many people don’t realize how
to win.

Because we start playing it the second we’re born, and stop
the second we die, we get all types of caught up in it.
We’re always playing the game.
Though, we do get time-outs, rests, bench-time.
We call these, respectively, vacations, breaks, and our
private life.
Constantly though, we keep the game in our minds, simply
because we are human, we’re social animals: it is our
nature.
It’s part of the beauty of being human, for this game is
damn fun.
And everybody playing, everybody partaking in society,
needs to recall that time-outs are a necessity in any game,
as are vacations in life, for society becomes stifling when
played for long periods.
Some people think this game, society, is one of the kinds
that have winners and losers (e.g. through material gain).
I do not think the game of society, which dominates the vast
majority of our lives, has winners and losers in any material
sense.
But I do think there are winners and losers.
It seems to me that most people don’t know what it takes to
win at the biggest game of all, the only game that really
matters.
Remember the adage, ‘Whoever is having the most fun
wins’.
To me, this phrase is profoundly, and eternally, true.
Seems to me that winning in the game of society is having
the most fun.
And who doesn’t want to win the biggest game of all?
Mobious

The Check Please
I’ve always liked breakfast. They say it’s the most important
meal of the day, and I believe that’s true. Not so much
because of the nutritional value or anything. More so
because breakfast is really the only meal that doesn’t
involve the theatrics or formalities of any other time of
eating. Its just wake up and eat. Simple. I’ve always liked
simple.
Breakfast with company is even better if I must say so
myself. It’s just too fucking hard to bullshit at breakfast.
So I sit here with another drinking coffee and eating an
omelet. She tells me stories of her past like always; things
she misses, things she loves, people who exist in the world
only she knows. And on most mornings these tales are
rather enjoyable and if I work up the courage I share my
own, although they’re never quite as good.
But, on this morning my mind starts to wander, or at least I
try to let it go awry. But it won’t stop listening, try as I
might. Because the things she misses won’t ever involve
me. For now I am filling space as I always have, though I
seem to be getting worse at it. And although these
conversations mean little to me, and somewhere down her
road my name will be lost somewhere up in her head, at
least I’m able to make someone temporarily happy. But as
this futile journey of conversations continues she misses
the people who exist only in her world more and more
every breakfast. And this kills me.
So I take another sip of black gold, smile, and nod. And she
takes no mind of my insecurity and despair, and continues
on about her love. So I shall feign ignorance and let her
continue until she’s done. I really do hope such a day will
come but I’m beginning to lose hope.

But she’ll never know. I shall sip, smile, and nod, until I am
needed no more. If there’s one thing I’ve learned, it’s that I
find more joy in filling voids than eating alone. As painful as
this experience has become it seems to make her happy.
But as I said before, I’m getting worse at it. And neither one
of us is good at lying, especially over breakfast.
Thank god for the check.
Dylan Obrien

A Riddle.

Riddle me This
Riddle me That
What's a thing we all have, but none of us can define?
That exists at different levels, and makes some of us
sublime?
That continues to grow with us, yet stays confined by time?
Arri Doomsdale
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Haikus from the Passenger Seat, En Route to Redding
Black ice like deep pools
Swaying pines caress the sun
Wind chimes shout commands
Grapes burst in my mouth
Skin tight as a leotard
Pop crunch smooth sip Mm
Oh Haiku bless you
Gesundheit to my lost soul
Better catch your shadow
Bad air, dirty air
Brilliant sunsets it does make
Our eyes do not breathe
Habits of the heart
Flourish in times of marvel
But croak in dim light
Frank Lehrer
Ever expanding,
ever shrinking,
cosmic dusts,
cosmic linking,
Crinkle of paper,
crinkle of time,
vibrations of color,
vibrations of rhyme.
Arcata Al

Eager dusk creeps in
Longer shadows bit by bit
Alas the dark wins
Roadside sushi why?
In the middle of nowhere?
Why would you eat there?
Where wit is fancied
Looks are nurtured and mirrored
Beauty is bondage
Melting desires
Corndog paradise calls me
How many is too many?
Rita Skeeter

On Being On the Phone

Andy Gibson

You are on stage. You are in the spotlight. Everyone is
watching. They see every misstep – every “um,” “uh,” and
uncomfortably long pause. There is no redo. This is it. We know
you put off practice. We know you forgot the lines you never
learned to recite anyway, but this is the performance; you’re long
beyond any dress rehearsals.
You talk too much. Maybe it’s the sleep deprivation that
has you rambling. Maybe it’s the lovesickness keeping you
feeling ill now that you’ve finally worked up the courage to press
the “call” button on your cell phone – or, god forbid, actually
dialed the area code and all seven digits of the phone number
belonging to that character who exists more fully in your dreams
than will ever participate in your waking hours. Either way, the
silence is not your friend. Either way, you’re manic and you’re
not hiding it well. So you speak. But you have nothing to say.
This is a conversation and they didn’t take their turn. Or
maybe they were going to speak, but you started spouting some
falsely reassuring filler and now the spotlight remains on you. It
never crosses your mind that sometimes you’re the audience and
they’re reciting sonnets for you. Nobody ever reminded you that
half of this is watching their performance. So you sing and dance
and you act – because you want to be a triple threat. But you’re
not.
You’re a drunk on a platform. You talk and talk hoping to
impress or entertain or shock. You keep waiting for a laugh or a
gasp, anything really. The idiom “silence is golden” never crosses
your mind. The more you say, the more likely you’ll get
something right. You repeat the mantra “you’ll never know if you
don’t try” yet you aren’t so much trying as you are blindly
throwing darts. Nobody ever taught you about conservation.
Man, those stage lights sure are hot.
Sometimes you’re in the zone: when you’re discussing
your favorite subjects, when you’re quoting facts that you’ve
been researching since the age of twelve for a test you were
unaware you would one day be prepared for. But sometimes you
get halfway through an earnest and visceral prattle of which you

hastily left out the citations and you realize that you have no idea
where this is headed. Given normal circumstances, you would
have realized that your train of thought has been delayed at the
last station, but, in this state, your words have been running
ahead of your thoughts and you’re too headstrong to admit
defeat. You barrel through.
Before, the audience wasn’t interested in what you had to
say, but you at least spoke with such vigor and exhilaration, it
was hard to fault you. No longer is that true. Your heart isn’t in it.
You’re speaking to speak. You’re talking just so you can claim
that you concluded your point. Any pause will make it clear that
you don’t know what you’re talking about so you keep a general
forward motion while still managing to retread over previously
covered ground. Silence is cyanide.
You sing and dance and act to cover up your lack of
talent. You finish the routine knowing it’s the only dignified way
to leave the stage no matter how harsh the critics are when the
reviews come in. And when you remember the audience is still
there, man, those stage lights sure are hot.
Saul Parenti

Francis Mayflower

And it all stems from the fact that no one has a clue of what
to do with their life. There is a distinct discrepancy between
what we are told is a proper lifestyle and the lifestyle we
are drawn to, and it is manifested in every awkward
conversation with other people’s parents, every dizzy spell
of anxiety, every insatiable itch of wanderlust, every
stressed out Buddha living on a futon in his parent’s garage,
every love lost and discouraging word taken to heart, its all
a fight, one big struggle through the run on sentence of
Time, and you’re either floating face up or face down in the
flow of it all. I tell Milk and Walter all the time that the
fruits of their friendship are enjoyed by many others than
themselves. They usually laugh and tell me mine is a bitter
fruit, like grapefruit, and most people don’t wish to taste it
more than once. Regardless, (velvet cupcakes), a lot of
people say some really nice things to them and I can tell
they get so overwhelmed by gratitude sometimes that it
makes them sad. Not depressed, but that grand fulfilling
kind of sad, the dark backside of happiness that often feels
more real. Here, now, at the end of another lap around the
sun, is an appropriate time for self-reflection, about the
way you live, who you surround yourself with, and what it
means to you. If your not happy, change something. There
are only a couple legitimate excuses for misery. Remember
that the greatest band-aids over the void of the soul are
strong healthy relationships and the act of creation. At least
that is our remedy. I’ve been your host, Patch Corduroy,
and on behalf of myself, Milk Flud, Walter, the New Slang
Literates, and the MakingNewEnemies family, I’d like to
encourage you to ‘do more, make more, be more’ in 2014
(so that you will have a bulky Wikipedia page by the time
you pass), and wish you Happy Holidays, Peace and
Doobies, and Eternal Cheers.

Shameless Plugs for the Curious Scallywag:
Walter Mitty and His Makeshift Orchestra – “Well Soon”
Coming Winter 2014
newslangliterates.tumblr.com
jerkseason.tumblr.com
alwayslookingup.co
cmstassel.com
goofpunx.tumblr.com
thechefofsandwiches.tumblr.com
lauren-records.com
and the godfather…..
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